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What is the Problem?

Recover a matrix, M, given only a sampling of 
it's entries.

M has n1 rows and n2 columns. We observe only 
m entries such that  m <<  n1 n2.

Some further structure will be needed.

 



  

Example 1: “Netflix Problem”

● Rows are users. Columns are movies. Entries 
are ratings.

● Sparse: Users rate only a few movies.
● We would like to know how they would rate 

movies they have not watched. 
● Applies to other situations as well: product 

recommendations. 



  

Example 2: Triangulation

● Given only partial information about the relative 
location of objects. Perhaps distances between 
randomly placed sensors. 

● This gives an incomplete matrix of distances 
where Mi,j is the distance between objects i and j. 

● Wish to construct whole matrix. 
● Many more instances of this sort of problem 

come to mind. . 



  

Can We Do It?

● We cannot in general reconstruct even a matrix 
with known low rank by a sample of its entries. 

● Consider an         matrix  
● Even large samples of the entries would likely 

only give only zeros. We cannot tell this apart 
from similar matrices.

M=e1en
Tn xn



  

Some Hope Left

● Consider a n x n matrix M of rank r. It does not 
take n2 entries to determine the matrix. 

● To see this take the singular value 
decomposition (SVD):

● We only need to know            numbers(2n−r )r



  

Making Sense of “Most”

● A probabilistic model is introduced so that we can 
talk about “most” in terms of a frequency. 

● Random Orthogonal Model: In the SVD, the 
orthogonal families are chosen at random. 

● The singular values are fixed unknown values. 



  

Making Sense of “Most”

● “Most” means with high probability for any set of 
fixed singular values.

● The question is if the matrix can be 
reconstructed with high probability given a 
sample of its entries.

● Something is missing. 

 



  

Adversarial Sampling

● If the sampling is chosen specifically to get in 
our way we cannot necessarily reconstruct the 
matrix with high probability.

● Consider 



  

“Most” Samples

● Again, we can only hope to do it for “most” 
samples.

● We think of the sample as being uniform over 
all sets     of pairs ( i, j ) of size m.

●

● Allows us to continue to think of “most” as “with 
high probability”



  

Spreading Out the Information

● Consider
● In some ways this is a worst possible situation. 

Information in only one place!  
● Ideally we would like to have information about 

our singular vectors and values in as many 
places as possible rather.

● What would a best possible situation look like? 

M=e1en
T



  

Coherence

● Let U be a subspace of      and        be the orthogonal 
projection onto U. Then coherence of U with respect 
to the standard basis is:

where r is the dimension of U.

● If the spaces spanned by the vi and the ui have low 
coherence then the “information” is more spread out.  



  

A Naive Attempt at Reconstruction

● Find a simple explanation for observed data. 
● Problem is NP-hard
● All known algorithms giving exact solutions 

require doubly exponential time in the 
dimension of the matrix.

● Appealing idea. Can it be salvaged?



  

Nuclear Norm

● The rank counts the number of non-zero 
singular values.

● Here we also keep track of magnitude. 



  

Another Attempt at Reconstruction

● Same idea as before, but turns out to be a 
easier problem. 

● This problem can be reformulated as a semi-
definite program for which there exist many 
efficient computing methods (using interior point 
methods for instance). 



  

A Couple Assumptions



  

Main Result



  

Some Numerical Results



  

Some Numerical Results



  

Further Work

●  In many applications, the partial data on the 
matrices are not perfectly observed. So, it would be 
important to determine how robust the 
reconstruction is to noise. 

● Many standard methods for the semi-definite 
program will be impractical when the matrix has a 
very large number of rows and/or columns (as in 
the netflix example). It would be profitable to find 
algorithms to exploit the structure in this particular 
problem.



  

Further Work

● Another route of investigation: low-rank 
approximation of high rank matrices using 
nuclear norm optimization. 
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